All requested documents have to be translated into Lithuanian or English!

Requirements and documents:

A) Compulsory documents for the application to be admitted:

- Passport issued within the last 10 years and containing at least 2 blank pages. Passport must be valid for at least 3 months after return from the planned trip. Copy of the biometric data page and copies of all non empty pages.
- 1 photo in color with white background, not older than 6 months! Photo size 35 x 45 mm (full-face-eyes looking into the camera – good likeness, bareheaded unless special religious reasons).
- International Travel Insurance covering the entire period of intended stay, valid for all Schengen States and covering any expenses which might arise in connection with repatriation for medical reasons, urgent medical attention, emergency hospital treatment or death during the stay. The minimum coverage must be EUR 30'000.00 (original and copy).

Important information:

“Applicants should be aware that insurance policies often contain references to significant exclusions or limitations in relation to activities, medical conditions etc., for example in case of pre-existing illnesses, which limit the coverage offered or exclude it entirely. It is the responsibility of the applicants to check the policies before signing.

The Embassy recommends insurances with full coverage, but cannot be held responsible if the insurance company refuses payment for non-covered services.

Misunderstanding or problems between the insurance company and the insured person are a matter of private law.”

B) Supporting documents

- Original and 1 copy of current and previous passports, used for travel or not, covering the past 7 years. Copy of the biometric data page and copies of all non empty pages. For first time travelers or in case of passport loss: for Egyptian applicants - a certificate (Original and 1 copy) from the Mogamma covering the past 7 years, for all other nationalities - either a police report or a document from concerned authorities.
- For foreigners: copy of residence permit
- Valid Letter of Admission from the Lithuanian school/university/college
- Confirmation for the payment of scholarship or receipt of tuition fee payment
- Proof of solvency. Evidence of your financial means for the entire duration of the school/studies for one year minimum, e.g. bank guarantee (if the study is sponsored, include a signed letter of the financial guarantor, notarized and legalized by concerned authorities, with his/her passport copy showing the signature). Bank statement must cover the past 6 months and has to be stamped and signed by the bank official. Please note that in certain cases it can be requested to certify bank statement at the Egyptian Central Bank and legalize it at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
- Proof of address of residence - students dormitory, private stay with friends/family (exact contact information), private flat (submit the copy of the contract for the flat)
- Certificates of previous diplomas/academic degrees and school certificates
- If available: original and 1 copy of language diplomas (language courses, certificates, etc)
- Flight ticket reservation (round trip)
- If you have been refused a visa by an Embassy or High Commission in the last two years: written explanation about reason for trip and refusal.
- Signed Letter of intention containing the following information: main motive for studying in Lithuania, explanation for the choice of school/university/ college, study plan (detailed time table...
of the subjects to be studied), final diploma (diploma, academic title), personal plans after finishing the studies and written statement about voluntary departure from Lithuania upon completed studies.

General application rules:

- The visa section of the Lithuanian Embassy accepts only visa applications with Lithuania as main travel destination.
- In case of multiple destinations the visa must be applied at the Embassy of the country where the longest stay will be.
- Prior the submission of visa requests an appointment fixed through the Embassy is requested. Appointments can be done only by phone +20 2 2736 6461 on working days from 1:00 to 2:00 PM. Name, first name, date of birth and passport no. is required.
- Since October 11th, 2011 biometric data’s are required! In order to be able to take the biometric data’s (fingerprints) all applicants are invited to present their complete visa request in person.
- Applications will only be processed after submission of all required documents mentioned in the list. During processing the passport can be returned if necessary. Kindly do not submit the original documents except passport and visa application form.
- To be able to take a decision the Embassy explicitly reserves the right to request for additional documents.
- The visa section of the Lithuanian Embassy will give information about visa requests only to the applicants him/her selves and only in written form. Third persons will not be provided with any information. The visa fee will not be refunded in case of refusal or withdraw.
- Please **do not send** any visa applications, documents, appointment requests and particularly invitation letters to the Embassy by e-mail, fax or via post, unless this has been requested. All supporting documents sent by post, fax or e-mail will be disregarded.
- Complaints or questions are accepted only in written form to amb.eg@mfa.lt. An answer will be provided within three working days!
- Embassy is not liable for any financial loss in any case concerning your travel arrangements e.g. air ticket purchased or accommodation paid for the stay in Lithuania.

General application process/ time frame

- Fix an appointment at least 15 days or at most 3 months prior your entry date to Lithuania with the Embassy (+20 2 2736 6461 on working days from 1:00 to 2:00 PM. Name, first name, date of birth and passport no. is required!) Appointments are available on working days from Monday to Thursday between 10:00 – 12:00 AM
- Submit a complete visa request on the fixed appointment.
- Our security guard is responsible only for the entrance control and will give access to the visa section based on a daily appointment list. He will grant access only to applicants who are in time of their appointments! Security guard will not consult you on any issues.
- Accompanying persons, except for minors or disabled persons, will not get access to the visa section.
- The decision process may take up to 14 days.
- The applicants will get a receipt and the information when he/ she can come and collect his/ her passport.

Urgent visa requests

Only visa requests with a high Lithuanian interest can expect a positive answer for an urgent treatment! (Political or urgent business issues) Requests must be submitted to the visa section by e-mail amb.eg@mfa.lt.